The e-discovery landscape is shifting beyond computer forensics

- Volume of data and device types are increasing rapidly
- User data is moving from on-device to the cloud
- Smartphones are becoming more powerful and connected

...while corporate investigations are becoming increasingly complex

- Personal and business technology use is blurred
- Workplace communication extends beyond computer use
- Powerful collaboration tools aren’t always regulated

Overcome these challenges and evolve your business with Cellebrite

Increase process efficiencies
Streamline collection, processing, and review workflows to deliver customer results quickly and decrease overhead

Drive greater profitability
Integrate mobile into your existing ESI collection strategy to capture greater return on investment

Deliver the right services
Utilize comprehensive tools and services for unlocking, extracting, and decrypting ESI and potential evidence
Cellebrite has the proven experience and expertise to help

- **20 years in mobile forensics**
  Partner with the world leaders in digital data extraction and analysis

- **Industry-leading R&D**
  Stay on top of the ever-changing technology landscape

- **Time-tested credibility**
  Trusted by Fortune 500 and service providers around the world

- **End-to-end solutions**
  World-class training, support, and services with white glove options

...delivering end-to-end capabilities to help realize the truth in digital data

- **Analytics Enterprise (AE)**
  Perform complex analysis more easily across teams with unified investigation tools.

- **Physical Analyzer (PA)**
  Extract and decode every ounce of data within digital devices, both physical and logical.

- **Analytics Desktop (AD)**
  Eliminate time-intensive analysis, and turn raw data into digital intelligence.

- **4PC Software (4PC)**
  Leverage our software-only platform on the hardware of your choice.

- **Cloud Analyzer (CA)**
  Extract, preserve, and analyze public and private cloud-based content.

- **Central Management System (CMS)**
  Simplify the management and optimize the utilization of your forensic tools.

As the global leader in digital intelligence with more than 60,000 licenses deployed in 150 countries, we provide law enforcement, military, intelligence, and enterprise customers with the most complete, industry-proven range of solutions for digital forensics and analytics in the lab and in the field.
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